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PLRs Hold Corporation’s S Corp. Status Remains In Effect Where Termination 
Was Inadvertent Due to Ineligible Shareholder  
In two recent private letter rulings, the IRS determined that a corporation’s S corp. status 
was inadvertently terminated when the owner of the shareholder trust died and the trustee 
failed to timely file an election to treat the shareholder trust as an electing small business 
trust (ESBT), and therefore, the corporation will continue to be treated as an S corp. 
provided that the trustee files the ESBT election within 120 days from the private letter 
ruling’s issue date and the S corp. election was valid and not otherwise terminated. See PLR 
201717016 and 201717019. See also discussion of trust eligibility as shareholder of S corp. in 
WRM number 2017-17.  
 
View PLR 20717016: 
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/70dcb8cac70b41a6005c6feb6/files/d1393015-f70a-44a7-
a50e-9bd7dd3cb8a1/PLR_201717016.01.pdf  
View PLR 201717019: 
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/70dcb8cac70b41a6005c6feb6/files/34504c9e-3776-49e6-
9910-52df9fb5a9c6/PLR_201717019.pdf  
View AALU WRM #17-17: 
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/70dcb8cac70b41a6005c6feb6/files/bdc13e3e-3ad0-4dd9-
911d-022937505ea1/AALU_WRM_2017_17.pdf 
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CC:PSI:B03
PLR-127283-16

Date:

January 12, 2017

Legend

X = ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------

State = --------------

D1 = ----------------------

D2 = -----------------

D3 = ----------------------------

D4 = ----------------------------

Trust = ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------

Dear -------------:

This letter responds to a letter dated August 31, 2016, and subsequent 
correspondence submitted on behalf of X by its authorized representative, requesting a 
ruling under § 1362(f) of the Internal Revenue Code (Code).

FACTS

The information submitted states that X was organized under the laws of State
on D1 and elected to be an S corporation effective D2.  Trust, a shareholder in X, was a 
grantor trust until D3, when Trust’s owner died.  Trust was eligible on D3 and thereafter 
to make an election to be treated as an electing small business trust (ESBT).  However, 
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Trust failed to file an ESBT election.  Therefore, on D4, X’s S corporation election 
terminated.

X represents that the termination was not motivated by tax avoidance or 
retroactive tax planning.  X further represents that it has filed consistently as an S 
corporation since D2.  X and its shareholder have agreed to make any adjustments that 
the Commissioner may require, consistent with the treatment of X as an S corporation.

LAW AND ANALYSIS

Section 1362(a) provides that, except as provided in § 1362(g), a small business 
corporation may elect, in accordance with the provisions of § 1362, to be an S 
corporation.

Section 1361(a)(1) provides that the term “S corporation” means, with respect to 
any taxable year, a small business corporation for which an election under § 1362(a) is 
in effect for such year.

Section 1361(b)(1) provides that the term “small business corporation” means a 
domestic corporation which is not an ineligible corporation and which does not (A) have 
more than 100 shareholders, (B) have as a shareholder a person (other than an estate, 
a trust described in § 1361(c)(2), or an organization described in § 1361(c)(6)) who is 
not an individual, (C) have a nonresident alien as a shareholder, and (D) have more 
than one class of stock.

Section 1361(c)(2)(A)(i) provides that for purposes of § 1361(b)(1)(B), a trust all 
of which is treated (under subpart E of part 1 of subchapter J of Chapter 1) as owned by 
an individual who is a citizen or resident of the United States may be a shareholder.

Section 1361(e) defines an ESBT. Section 1361(e)(1)(A) provides that, except as 
provided in § 1362(e)(2)(B), an ESBT means any trust if (i) such trust does not have as 
a beneficiary any person other than (I) an individual, (II) an estate, (III) an organization 
described in § 170(c)(2), (3), (4), or (5), or (IV) an organization described in § 170(c)(1) 
which holds a contingent interest in such trust and is not a PCB, (ii) no interest in such 
trust was acquired by purchase, and (iii) an election under § 1361(e) applies to such 
trust. Section 1361(e)(3) provides that an election under § 1361(e) shall be made by the 
trustee.

Section 1.1361-1(m)(2)(i) provides that the trustee of an ESBT must make the 
ESBT election by signing and filing, with the service center where the S corporation files 
its income tax return, a statement that meets the requirements of § 1.1361-1(m)(2)(ii).

Section 1362(d)(2)(A) provides that an election under § 1362(a) will be 
terminated whenever (at any time on or after the first day of the first taxable year for 
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which the corporation is an S corporation) such corporation ceases to be a small 
business corporation. Section 1362(d)(2)(B) provides that any termination under 
§ 1362(d)(2)(A) is effective on and after the date of cessation.

Section 1362(f) provides, in relevant part, that if (1) an election under § 1362(a) 
by any corporation was terminated under § 1362(d)(2) or (3), (2) the Secretary 
determines that the circumstances resulting in the termination were inadvertent, (3) no 
later than a reasonable period of time after discovery of the circumstances resulting in 
the termination, steps were taken (A) so that the corporation is a small business 
corporation, and (4) the corporation and each person who was a shareholder of the 
corporation at any time during the period specified pursuant to § 1362(f), agrees to 
make such adjustments (consistent with the treatment of the corporation as an S 
corporation) as may be required by the Secretary with respect to such period, then, 
notwithstanding the circumstances resulting in the termination, the corporation will be 
treated as an S corporation during the period specified by the Secretary.

CONCLUSION

Based solely on the facts submitted and the representations made, we conclude 
that X’s S corporation election terminated on D4 when X had an ineligible shareholder.  
We also conclude that the circumstances resulting in the termination were inadvertent 
within the meaning of § 1362(f).  Accordingly, under § 1362(f), X will be treated as an S 
corporation from D4 and thereafter, provided X’s S corporation election was otherwise 
valid and has not otherwise terminated under § 1362(d) for reasons not addressed in 
this letter.  

This ruling is conditioned on the Trust filing an ESBT election, effective D4, with 
the appropriate service center within 120 days of the date of this letter.  A copy of this 
letter should be attached to the ESBT election.

Except as specifically ruled above, we express or imply no opinion concerning 
the federal tax consequences of the facts described above under any other provisions 
of the Code.  Specifically, we express or imply no opinion regarding X’s eligibility to be 
an S corporation under § 1361, or to the continued validity of any rulings issued in PLR-
100826-08 with respect to the transactions proposed, but not yet consummated, by X.
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This ruling is directed only to the taxpayer that requested it.  Section 6110(k)(3) 
of the Code provides that it may not be used or cited as precedent.  

In accordance with a power of attorney on file with this office, we are sending a 
copy of this letter to X’s authorized representative.

Sincerely,

Richard T. Probst
Senior Technician Reviewer, Branch 3
Office of the Associate Chief Counsel
(Passthroughs and Special Industries)

Enclosures (2):

Copy of this letter
Copy for § 6110 purposes

cc:
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Dear -------------:

This letter responds to a letter dated August 31, 2016, and subsequent 
correspondence submitted on behalf of X by its authorized representative, requesting a 
ruling under § 1362(f) of the Internal Revenue Code (Code).

FACTS

The information submitted states that X was organized under the laws of State
on D1 and elected to be an S corporation effective D2.  Trust, a shareholder in X, was a 
grantor trust until D3, when Trust’s owner died.  Trust was eligible on D3 and thereafter 
to make an election to be treated as an electing small business trust (ESBT).  However, 
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Trust failed to file an ESBT election.  Therefore, on D4, X’s S corporation election 
terminated.

X represents that the termination was not motivated by tax avoidance or 
retroactive tax planning. X further represents that it has filed consistently as an S 
corporation since D2.  X and its shareholder have agreed to make any adjustments that 
the Commissioner may require, consistent with the treatment of X as an S corporation.

LAW AND ANALYSIS

Section 1362(a) provides that, except as provided in § 1362(g), a small business 
corporation may elect, in accordance with the provisions of § 1362, to be an S 
corporation.

Section 1361(a)(1) provides that the term “S corporation” means, with respect to 
any taxable year, a small business corporation for which an election under § 1362(a) is 
in effect for such year.

Section 1361(b)(1) provides that the term “small business corporation” means a 
domestic corporation which is not an ineligible corporation and which does not (A) have 
more than 100 shareholders, (B) have as a shareholder a person (other than an estate, 
a trust described in § 1361(c)(2), or an organization described in § 1361(c)(6)) who is 
not an individual, (C) have a nonresident alien as a shareholder, and (D) have more 
than one class of stock.

Section 1361(c)(2)(A)(i) provides that for purposes of § 1361(b)(1)(B), a trust all 
of which is treated (under subpart E of part 1 of subchapter J of Chapter 1) as owned by 
an individual who is a citizen or resident of the United States may be a shareholder.

Section 1361(e) defines an ESBT. Section 1361(e)(1)(A) provides that, except as 
provided in § 1362(e)(2)(B), an ESBT means any trust if (i) such trust does not have as 
a beneficiary any person other than (I) an individual, (II) an estate, (III) an organization 
described in § 170(c)(2), (3), (4), or (5), or (IV) an organization described in § 170(c)(1) 
which holds a contingent interest in such trust and is not a PCB, (ii) no interest in such 
trust was acquired by purchase, and (iii) an election under § 1361(e) applies to such 
trust. Section 1361(e)(3) provides that an election under § 1361(e) shall be made by the 
trustee.

Section 1.1361-1(m)(2)(i) provides that the trustee of an ESBT must make the 
ESBT election by signing and filing, with the service center where the S corporation files 
its income tax return, a statement that meets the requirements of § 1.1361-1(m)(2)(ii).

Section 1362(d)(2)(A) provides that an election under § 1362(a) will be 
terminated whenever (at any time on or after the first day of the first taxable year for 
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which the corporation is an S corporation) such corporation ceases to be a small 
business corporation. Section 1362(d)(2)(B) provides that any termination under 
§ 1362(d)(2)(A) is effective on and after the date of cessation.

Section 1362(f) provides, in relevant part, that if (1) an election under § 1362(a) 
by any corporation was terminated under § 1362(d)(2) or (3), (2) the Secretary 
determines that the circumstances resulting in the termination were inadvertent, (3) no 
later than a reasonable period of time after discovery of the circumstances resulting in 
the termination, steps were taken (A) so that the corporation is a small business 
corporation, and (4) the corporation and each person who was a shareholder of the 
corporation at any time during the period specified pursuant to § 1362(f), agrees to 
make such adjustments (consistent with the treatment of the corporation as an S 
corporation) as may be required by the Secretary with respect to such period, then, 
notwithstanding the circumstances resulting in the termination, the corporation will be 
treated as an S corporation during the period specified by the Secretary.

CONCLUSION

Based solely on the facts submitted and the representations made, we conclude 
that X’s S corporation election terminated on D4 when X had an ineligible shareholder.  
We also conclude that the circumstances resulting in the termination were inadvertent 
within the meaning of § 1362(f).  Accordingly, under § 1362(f), X will be treated as an S 
corporation from D4 and thereafter, provided X’s S corporation election was otherwise 
valid and has not otherwise terminated under § 1362(d) for reasons not addressed in 
this letter.  

This ruling is conditioned on the Trust filing an ESBT election, effective D4, with 
the appropriate service center within 120 days of the date of this letter.  A copy of this 
letter should be attached to the ESBT election.

Except as specifically ruled above, we express or imply no opinion concerning 
the federal tax consequences of the facts described above under any other provisions 
of the Code.  

This ruling is directed only to the taxpayer that requested it.  Section 6110(k)(3) 
of the Code provides that it may not be used or cited as precedent.  
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In accordance with a power of attorney on file with this office, we are sending a 
copy of this letter to X’s authorized representative.

Sincerely,

Richard T. Probst
Senior Technician Reviewer, Branch 3
Office of the Associate Chief Counsel
(Passthroughs and Special Industries)

Enclosures (2):

Copy of this letter
Copy for § 6110 purposes

cc:
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TOPIC: Oh No, There Goes the S Corp – Reviewing Trust Eligibility to Hold S Corp 
Stock. 
 
MARKET TREND:  Many clients continue to use S corporations as their entity of 
choice, especially with active family businesses. 
 
SYNOPSIS:  A federal election to treat a company as a subchapter S corporation (an “S 
Corp”) enables taxation of a small business corporation as a pass-through entity for 
federal income tax purposes, avoiding the dual taxation otherwise imposed on 
corporations and their shareholders.  Legacy planning with S Corp stock offers the 
same lifetime and testamentary legacy planning opportunities provided by limited 
liability companies (“LLCs”) and limited partnerships (“LPs”), including through gifts and 
bequests, installment sales to grantor trusts, and grantor retained annuity trusts 
(“GRATs”).  Only certain types of trusts are eligible to hold S Corp stock, however, and 
these trusts must comply with several technical requirements to avoid jeopardizing an S 
Corp election. 
 
TAKE AWAYS:  Given the popularity of the S Corp structure for closely-held 
businesses, legacy planning advisors should have familiarity with the types of trusts that 



may hold S Corp stock without invalidating the S Corp status, as well as the associated 
election deadlines and other technical requirements necessary for a trust to continue as 
an S Corp shareholder.  A well-designed legacy planning trust will include language that 
allows the trust to qualify as an S Corp shareholder even though it does not currently 
own S Corp stock. 
 
Despite the prevalence of LLCs and LPs in business planning, so-called “S Corps” 
remain an attractive option for clients with active family businesses.  Yet, legacy 
planning for ownership of S Corp stock through a trust requires an understanding of the 
types of trusts that can both hold S Corp stock without jeopardizing S Corp status and 
meet the client’s goals for business succession.  
 
WHAT IS AN S CORP? 
 
Most corporations are taxed under subchapter C of the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”) 
as so-called “C corporations” and incur federal income tax on two levels: (1) the 
corporation pays tax on income it generates and (2) the shareholders pay tax on 
corporate dividends they receive at either ordinary income or qualified dividend tax 
rates. An S Corp, however, is a corporation where the shareholders have unanimously 
elected taxation as a pass-through entity pursuant to subchapter S of the Code.  Like 
LLCs and LPs, S Corps pass corporate income, losses, deductions, and credits through 
to their shareholders, who then report and pay tax on the income at their personal 
income tax rates.  The tax treatment of S Corps eliminates the dual-level taxation 
imposed on C corporations. 
 
To make an S Corp election, the corporation must be a “small business corporation,”1 
meaning: 
 

• The corporation cannot have more than 100 shareholders; 

• All shareholders must be individuals, estates of individuals, or certain types 
of trusts; 

• All shareholders must be U.S. citizens or residents (no non-resident aliens); 

• The corporation can have only one class of stock (although that stock can be 
comprised of voting and non-voting shares);2 and 

• The corporation cannot be a financial institution, insurance company, or a current 
or former domestic international sales corporation.3 

TRUSTS ELIGIBLE TO HOLD S CORP STOCK 
 
S Corps offer many of the same legacy planning advantages as LLCs and LPs, 
including creditor protection, pass-through treatment of income, the ability to place 
voting control in the hands of family members involved in the business, and the ability to 
restrict the transfer of shares.  S Corp stock can be used with gifts, installment sales to 
grantor trusts, GRATs, and other types of lifetime and testamentary trust planning, 
provided that the types of trusts used qualify as eligible S Corp shareholders.   



Grantor Trusts.  A trust deemed owned by one individual who is a U.S. citizen or 
resident is a permissible shareholder for S Corp purposes.4  Such trusts include 
revocable trusts and irrevocable trusts deemed to be owned by the grantor or a 
beneficiary for income tax purposes under the grantor trust rules found in Code §§ 671-
679 (“grantor trusts”).5  GRATs and grantor retained unitrusts also are permitted 
shareholders as long as the trusts are otherwise treated as a grantor trust. Yet, foreign 
trusts are not permissible shareholders even if the grantor is a U.S. citizen or 
resident.6  The deemed owner of the grantor trust is treated as the shareholder for 
purposes of the S Corp election.7  Like other grantor trusts, income generated by the S 
Corp is reported by the deemed owner on his or her individual income tax returns. 
 
Estates & Grantor Trusts After the Grantor’s Death.  If an individual owns S Corp 
stock at death, the individual’s estate is a permissible owner of S Corp stock for a 
reasonable period of time required to administer the estate.8  The estate is treated as 
the owner of the stock for eligibility purposes and pays tax on the estate’s share of 
corporate income.   
 
Similarly, a grantor trust may continue to be an S Corp shareholder following the death 
of the grantor (and termination of grantor trust status), but only for two years.9  The 
estate of the deemed owner of the grantor trust is treated as the shareholder for 
purposes of the S Corp election.10  However, the trust or the beneficiaries will report and 
pay tax on the income generated by the S Corp.  The trust can continue as a 
shareholder after the two-year period without jeopardizing the S Corp election only if it 
otherwise qualifies as an eligible shareholder at that time.  
 
Trusts Receiving Stock Pursuant to a Will.  A trust that receives S Corp stock 
pursuant to the terms of the owner’s Will also may hold the stock for two years 
beginning on the date the stock is transferred to the trust.11   
 

Example:  H, a U.S. citizen, owns all of the stock of HoldCo, an S Corp.  
H’s Will distributes all his stock in HoldCo to a trust for his son.  H’s estate 
is a permissible shareholder for a reasonable period of time for 
administration.  When the stock is distributed to the son’s trust, the trust 
also is a permissible shareholder of HoldCo stock for two years after the 
transfer to the trust. 
 

S Corp income is reported by the trust or the beneficiaries.  For the trust to continue as 
an eligible shareholder after the two-year period, it must otherwise qualify as an eligible 
shareholder (for example, as a QSST or ESBT, discussed below) at that time.  If the 
trust is not then eligible, the S Corp status will be lost, and corporate income will be 
subject to dual taxation. 
 
Qualified Subchapter S Trusts (QSSTs).  For a non-grantor trust to hold S Corp stock, 
the trust must qualify as either a QSST or an electing small business trust.  QSSTs 
generally offer more favorable tax treatment than electing small business trusts but 



provide less flexibility with respect to the number of beneficiaries or accumulation of 
income. 
 
Qualifications.  To qualify for treatment as a QSST, the terms of the trust must provide 
that: 
 

• There is only one beneficiary of the trust. 

• The beneficiary must be a U.S. citizen or resident. 

• During the beneficiary’s lifetime, principal can only be distributed to the 
beneficiary. 

• The beneficiary’s interest in trust income terminates only upon the beneficiary’s 
death or earlier termination of the trust. 

• If the trust terminates during the beneficiary’s lifetime, the trust must distribute all 
assets to the beneficiary. 

• All the trust’s income must be distributed, or be required to be distributed, 
currently to the beneficiary.12 

Example:  H, a U.S. citizen, transfers all his stock in HoldCo, an S Corp, to 
Trust X, a revocable trust (a grantor trust and permissible S Corp 
shareholder).  After H’s death, all the HoldCo stock passes to a lifetime 
trust benefiting H’s son, also a U.S. citizen. As long as the trust meets the 
above requirements and a timely election is filed with the IRS to treat the 
trust as a QSST, the trust may continue to hold the S Corp stock without 
invalidating the S Corp election. 
 

The beneficiary of the QSST is treated as the owner of the stock for purposes of the S 
Corp election.  Marital deduction trusts (such as general power of appointment marital 
trusts and qualified terminable interest property trusts) generally will qualify for a QSST 
election, as will an irrevocable trust created for a minor under Code §2503(c) and trusts 
for a single beneficiary with mandatory distributions of income.  Trusts that have more 
than one beneficiary, such as “pot” or sprinkle trusts, generally will not qualify for 
the QSST election, although well-designed trusts should include savings provisions 
that allow the S Corp stock to be segregated into a separate share and held solely for 
the benefit of one beneficiary, allowing that share to qualify as a QSST as long as all of 
the other requirements are satisfied.13 
 
Tax Treatment.  As the deemed owner of the S Corp stock, the beneficiary pays the tax 
on the trust’s share of corporate income at the beneficiary’s individual income tax rate. 
 

ü Practice Point:  The beneficiary is responsible for paying the tax on all 
the trust’s share of corporate income, even if retained by the 
corporation.  A shareholders agreement, discussed below, can be 
used to ensure each shareholder receives at least the amount of 
income necessary to cover the shareholder’s income tax liability. 



 
Election Requirements.  An election to treat a trust as a QSST must be made by the 
beneficiary within 2 ½ months after the transfer of stock to the trust.  A separate 
election is required for each S Corp in which the trust has an interest.14  Once made, 
the election is treated as being made by each successive beneficiary unless a 
beneficiary affirmatively refuses to consent,15  potentially giving later beneficiaries the 
unilateral ability to invalidate the S Corp election for the entire corporation. 
 
Electing Small Business Trusts (ESBT).  A non-grantor trust also may hold S Corp 
stock if it is an ESBT.   
 
Qualification.  Generally any trust (other than a QSST, tax exempt trust, or charitable 
remainder trust) can qualify as an ESBT as long as: 
 

• The trust only has individuals, estates of individuals, and/or certain charities as 
beneficiaries. 

• No beneficiary’s interest in the trust was acquired by purchase (this requirement 
does not prevent the trust from acquiring the S Corp stock by purchase). 

• The trustee makes a timely election with the IRS to treat the trust as an ESBT.16 

ESBTs are generally used when the trust is a “pot” or sprinkle trust for multiple 
beneficiaries.  Each potential current beneficiary of the trust is treated as a 
shareholder for purposes of the S Corp election or, during any period of time that there 
is no potential current beneficiary, the trust is treated as the shareholder.17 
 

Example:  H, a U.S. citizen, makes a gift of HoldCo stock, an S Corp, to 
Trust X, an irrevocable non-grantor trust benefiting his children and their 
descendants, all of whom are U.S. citizens.  None of the beneficiaries has 
acquired an interest in the trust by purchase.  As long as the trust files a 
timely ESBT election with the IRS, the trust may hold the stock without 
invalidating the S Corp election. 
 

Tax Treatment.  With an ESBT, the trust reports and pays tax on the trust’s share of S 
Corp income at the trust’s income tax rate, even if the income is distributed to the 
beneficiaries.  This can result in a higher effective tax rate since the trust reaches the 
highest income tax bracket with relatively little income. 
 
Election Requirements:  The ESBT election must be made by the trustee (rather than 
the beneficiaries) with the IRS within 2 ½ months after the transfer of stock to the trust.18  
Generally, the election applies for all S Corps in which the trust has an interest; unlike 
QSSTs, separate elections are not required.19   
 
QSST vs. ESBT:  While both the QSST and ESBT elections enable an otherwise 
ineligible trust to hold S Corp stock, differences in the impact of each election may favor 
one over the other.  Trusts that require annual distributions of trust income, such as a 
marital deduction trust, or a trust for the benefit of one beneficiary, would fit into the 



requirements for a QSST election and may result is a lower effective tax if the 
beneficiary is in a lower tax bracket.  A so-called “BDIT” or beneficiary defective 
inheritor’s trust could either be treated as a grantor trust (as to the beneficiary) or qualify 
as a QSST.   
 
An ESBT generally would be favored for trusts with multiple beneficiaries that do not 
designate a primary beneficiary, such as a “pot” trust for the collective benefit of the 
client’s children.  An ESBT election also would be more appropriate where the client 
prefers to accumulate excess income (rather than forcing income distributions to the 
beneficiary or beneficiaries) or where the beneficiary is unwilling to make a QSST 
election or consent to the S Corp election. 
 
The differences in the effect of the QSST and ESBT elections, illustrated in the below 
chart, must be analyzed in light of each client’s individual goals, needs, and 
circumstances to determine which election is appropriate for the client and his or her 
intended beneficiaries.   
 

QSST ESBT 
Election is made by the beneficiary   Election is made by the trustee 
Requires beneficiary consent to the S Corp 
election - each successive beneficiary may 
unilaterally revoke the election by refusing to 
consent 

Requires trustee (not beneficiary) consent to 
the S Corp election 

Separate QSST elections must be filed for 
each S Corp in which the trust holds an 
interest 

Generally only one ESBT election is required, 
even if the trust owns stock in multiple S Corps 

May have only one beneficiary May have multiple beneficiaries 
All income must be distributed currently Income may be distributed or accumulated 
Beneficiary reports and is taxed on all income 
at the beneficiary’s individual income tax rate 

Trust reports and is taxed on income at trust’s 
income tax rate, even if distributed to 
beneficiaries 

Only the current income beneficiary is counted 
as a shareholder for purposes of the S Corp 
election 

Each potential current beneficiary is counted 
as a shareholder for purposes of the S Corp 
election and the limitation on the number of 
shareholders 

On trust termination (at beneficiary’s death), a 
two-year grace period applies before the new 
owner or trust must qualify as an eligible S 
Corp shareholder 

On trust termination, shares must immediately 
be transferred to a person who is an eligible S 
Corp shareholder 

 
Voting Trusts.  Voting trusts also are permissible shareholders for purposes of the S 
Corp election.20  A voting trust is created primarily to vote the stock transferred to it, with 
voting authority granted to the trustees.  Generally, only voting rights are transferred to 
the trust and each beneficiary retains his or her rights to dividends or distributions.  
Voting trusts can be used to consolidate voting control over ongoing management of the 



company, resolve issues regarding limitations on irrevocable proxies, or to deal with a 
specific short-term corporate matter. 
 
To qualify as a S Corp shareholder, the voting trust must be in writing, require that 
distributions from the S Corp be paid to the beneficiaries, require that the stock be 
returned to the original shareholders when the trust terminates, and set a date or event 
on which the trust terminates.21  Each beneficiary of the voting trust is treated as an S 
Corp shareholder for purposes of the election and reports his or her share of S Corp 
income on his or her individual income tax returns.22 
 
THE NEED FOR A SHAREHOLDERS AGREEMENT  
 
In light of the many ways an S Corp election could be invalidated by future shareholders 
(whether trusts or individuals), legacy planning advisors should discuss establishing a 
shareholders agreement for the corporation with their clients.  A shareholders 
agreement can define shareholders’ rights and obligations with respect to the stock and 
the S Corp election, including restrictions on shareholders that may terminate S Corp 
status.  Shareholder agreements also can require that the corporation distribute a 
minimum amount of income annually to cover each shareholder’s income tax liability, 
even if no other income is distributed. 
 
TAKE AWAYS 

Given the popularity of the S Corp structure for closely-held businesses, legacy planning 
advisors should have familiarity with the types of trusts that may hold S Corp stock without 
invalidating the S Corp status, as well as the associated election deadlines and other technical 
requirements necessary for a trust to continue as a S Corp shareholder.  A well-designed legacy 
planning trust will include language that allows the trust to qualify as an S Corp shareholder 
even though it does not currently own S Corp stock. 

 
DISCLAIMER 

This information is intended solely for information and education and is not intended for 
use as legal or tax advice. Reference herein to any specific tax or other planning strategy, 
process, product or service does not constitute promotion, endorsement or 
recommendation by AALU. Persons should consult with their own legal or tax advisors 
for specific legal or tax advice. 

 

NOTES 
                                            
1 Code § 1361(b). 
2 Code § 1361(c)(4). 
3 Code § 1361(b).  
4 Code § 1361(c)(2)(A)(i).  



                                                                                                                                             
5 A beneficiary can be the deemed owner of a trust if the beneficiary holds any of the powers listed in 
Code § 678, for example as with a beneficiary defective inheritor’s trust, or BDIT.  
6 Code § 1361(c)(2)(A). 
7 Code § 1361(c)(2)(B)(i). 
8 Code § 1361(b)(1)(B); see also, Old Va. Brick Co. V Commissioner, 367 F.2d 276 (4th Cir. 1966). 
9 Code § 1361(c)(2)(A)(ii). 
10 Code § 1361(c)(2)(B)(ii). 
11 Code § 1361(c)(2)(A)(iii). 
12 Code § 1361(d)(3). 
13 Id. 
14 Code § 1361(d)(2)(B)(i). 
15 Code § 1361(d)(2)(B)(ii). 
16 Code § 1361(e)(1). 
17 Code § 1361(c)(2)(B)(v). 
18 Code § 1361(e)(3). 
19 Treas. Regs. § 1.1361-1(m)(2)(i). 
20 Code § 1361(c)(2)(A)(iv). 
21 Treas. Regs. § 1.1361-1(h)(1)(v). 
22 Code § 1361(c)(2)(B)(iv). 
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